This article is an attempt to answer a number of questions asked in the literature on radicalization and extremism: What motivates foreign terrorist fighters (FTFs) from Turkey to join the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS)? In what kind of environment does violent extremism become the choice for Turkish nationals to join ISIS in Syria and Iraq? How can Turkish nationals who join ISIS be profiled in terms of their socio-economic and cultural traits and how do these traits compare people from other nations who join and fight in terrorist organizations? Though their numbers remained minimal compared to the overall population, how can we explain the case of Turkish FTFs, when a peaceful and tolerant 'Anatolian/Sufi Islam' has reigned in the country and Muslims are well integrated in the social, economic, and political life of the country under the 13-year long rule of Islamic-oriented Justice and Development Party (AK Party)? What do these answers to these questions mean for Turkish Islam and possible de-radicalization programs? These questions will be addressed by semi-structured interviews conducted both with Turkish FTFs who have joined ISIS and with family members of some of those who have returned from fighting with ISIS.
Introduction
Though not a new phenomenon, 1 the involvement of tens of thousands of foreign fighters in the Syrian war has brought the issue of foreign terrorist fighters (FTFs) to the forefront of global politics. Many publications have hitherto been produced on what motivates foreign fighters to join jihadi activity, their radicalization processes, networks of recruitment and transportation, the role of social media, and the rehabilitation and de-radicalization of these fighters. 2 However, after at least two decades of global discourse on the subject of terrorism, the field is still in critical need of solid research on the ground in the face of new and more daunting challenges. 3 While this article addresses issues covered in the existing literature, our main arguments rely on interviews with Turkish returnees from the jihadist battleground in Syria and relatives of those who lost their lives fighting for jihad in Syria. Due to its long and porous border with Syria and its vital strategic importance to confront the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), Turkey has been thrust into the limelight of this multi-sided and multi-party conflict. The conflict has posed pressing challenges to Turkey, as it has tried to insure that confronting ISIS did not cause the misconception that 'ISIS is a causa sui phenomenon that has suddenly materialized out of the thin ether of an evil doctrine.' 4 This has continued while Turkey has been cooperating with the international community to control its border and stop new jihadi recruits from crossing into Syria to join ISIS while ISIS terror attacks have increasingly hit Turkey.
At the same time, Turkey also has had to address the issue of its own citizens joining ISIS. To our knowledge, there is no field research and empirical data that exists on these Turkish foreign fighters. The Turkish case poses new and equally interesting puzzles to be solved, mainly on the ground that while it is possible to find answers in the literature to the question of why and how the young among minority Muslims living in Europe radicalize and join extremist organizations such as ISIS, 5 the same cannot be said for Turkey. Low levels of political participation, disillusionment felt with governments, and a dismal record of social, economic, and political integration in Muslim-majority countries in the Middle East and North Africa may partly explain why people may radicalize in Egypt, Algeria, and Tunisia. 6 Or, for some other fighters, jihad may have simply become a way of life. Dedicated to living a life of jihad or having nowhere to turn to after exiting a conflict zone (e.g. Afghanistan), many jihadists may just run from one theater of 'jihad' to another. 7 If this is the case, how can we explain the puzzling case of Turkey, a Muslim-majority country, where tolerant, anti-violent 'Anatolian Islam' or 'Sufi Islam' with more emphasis on 'greater jihad' in terms of personal spiritual growth has been promoted for many decades and where Muslims are far better integrated into the social, economic, and political life of the country under the 14-year-long rule of Islamic-oriented Justice and Development Party (Adalet ve Kalkınma Partisi, AKP), but from which officially about 2000 foreign fighters have participated in jihad in the ranks of ISIS or alNusra Front? 8 These contrasts make Turkey a deviant case that does not sit very easily with existing assumptions, categorizations, and arguments available in the literature. 9 A carefully conducted exploratory field-work study of Turkish FTFs may provide answers, and may provoke new thoughts on the hotly debated issues of terrorism, radicalization, and de-radicalization. In addition to addressing the intriguing puzzle laid out above, we also discuss what this unlikely juxtaposition -moderation and high levels political participation with a starkly contrasted high number of foreign fightersmeans for the current and future state of Turkish Islamism.
The profile of FTFs
While some experts and analysts have long held on to the idea that 'macrosocial level factors' such as the inability of governments in the Muslim world to provide economic growth and political freedoms to their peoples are the primary causes of extremism and terrorism, 10 scholars rarely hang on to this idea anymore. If economic and political deprivation was a cause for extremism, the number of Turkish foreign fighters, which has had an impressive record of economic growth and expansion of political rights and freedoms for conservative Muslims, would have been far less. Terrorists and foreign fighters may or may not necessarily come from a poor socio-economic background.
11 It has been noted that these people are often well educated, may belong to middle-class families, and may not necessarily even have criminal backgrounds. 12 Stenersen noted that in the case of foreign fighters in Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) along the Pakistan-Afghanistan border between 2002 and 2006, the profile of foreign fighters range from highway robbers to lawyers and engineers.
13 With regard to the latter, several scholars have noted that 'engineers' constituted a common breed among terrorists, including among those involved in the 9/11 attacks. 14 Saad Eddin Ibrahim noted in 1980 that the leaders and many members of Egyptian terrorist organizations such as the Repentance and Holy Flight group and Technical Military Academy group were educated in universities. They also approached universities as a recruiting ground. 15 The members of these two militant groups were not marginalized or alienated; they also came from cohesive families with no records of divorce.
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The motivators for terrorism and becoming a foreign fighter may also run the gamut of causes from religion, 17 adventure, 18 greed (money-making), 19 and brainwashing. 20 Feelings of existential threat one feels for an ethnic, religious and other group to which he feels attached may also play a role. 21 These factors more or less correspond to Borum and Feinn's categorization of foreign fighters' psychological profiles in terms of 'revenge seeker' (anger towards a person or group) 'status seeker' (after recognition and esteem), 'identity seeker' (after belonging and meaning), and 'thrill seeker' (adventurist).
22 A particularly common theme in the existing literature is the role supposedly played by veteran jihadis in radicalizing and recruiting foreign fighters as well as facilitating and coordinating their arrival in the conflict zone.
23 There is also emphasis on the role played by social ties provided by family connections, friendship, and kinship in the recruitment phase.
That is, brothers and close friends may radicalize together and get recruited more easily into terrorist groups.
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The other significant matter in the literature concerns the question of what to do with returning foreign fighters, primarily in the context of the threat posed by 'returning Western foreign fighters.' There is an ongoing debate on if criminalization or rehabilitation/de-radicalization programs are the right policies to deal with the returning foreign fighters and tackle their attendant dilemmas. 26 Malet thinks that reintegration programs could help states decrease the overall number of foreign fighters and curb their persistence. Otherwise, foreign fighters will have nowhere to go and nothing to do but look for other war-zones. 27 For instance, if some foreign fighters went from one theater of conflict to another in the past, this may be because they had no other option. For example, the Egyptian and Syrian governments did not allow them to return home. 28 According to Malet, foreign fighters who remain unrepatriated, or merely even unassimilated into routine jobs by their home communities, are likely for reasons of economic and/or psychological displacement to remain floating regional mercenary warriors, part of a seasoned, pre-trained 'insurgent diaspora' that is particularly attractive to rebel groups.
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A considerable number of observers agree that de-radicalization programs are needed to deal with this ominous threat and that criminalizing them and therefore preventing their return will not be helpful. 30 There is no definitive answer based on solid research or longitudinal statistics on how many returnees are successfully integrated into their home societies and how many became recidivists and why some de-radicalized while others went back to their old ways.
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The case of Turkish FTFs
The case of Turkish FTFs involves a major paradox. The idea that there is a 'Turkish Islam' separate from Islamic practices and understandings elsewhere in the Muslim world and that it has fed off 'the tolerance of Rumi, love of Yunus and reasonability of Hacı Bektaş-ı Veli' 32 is a consistent theme in some academic literature and popular writing. 33 Unlike several other, more radical streams of Islamic thought elsewhere that has a top-down and communal approach, 34 Turkish Islam has largely adopted a bottom-up approach and focused on the individual as a springboard to change the society gradually. If al-Qaeda corresponds to 'violence-later' method and ISIS has adopted 'violence-now,'
35 Turkish Islamists have largely espoused a 'violence-never' method. Several Islamist parties in Turkey contested elections and chose to work from inside the political system. In the oft-cited distinction between 'greater jihad,' which involves personal spiritual growth, and 'smaller jihad,' which involves military struggle to defend Islam, 36 Turkish Islamists predominantly praise the former and embrace it as the more difficult and appropriate path to follow in modern conditions. 37 In terms of public opinion, three large surveys done in 1999, 2006, and One would expect that the development of Turkish Islam among the people in the Anatolian heartland, thanks mostly to historical, sociological, and religious sources, 41 along with the supposedly moderating impact of rising prosperity in the last decade and a half, would discourage extremism. In other words, the claim that there is a 'cultural base that would push people to join ISIS' in Turkey appears unfounded.
42 It needs to be kept in mind as well that the Directorate of Religious Affairs and Turkey's supposedly 'Islamist' AKP government severely criticized ISIS and fight against its ideology. 43 Konya, the specific city from which we drew our sample of Turkish FTFs, complicated the paradox further. This city has been one of the AKP's strongholds as it repeatedly garnered the highest percentages of votes in this city. Konya hosts vibrant civil society organizations. 44 Konya had the second lowest unemployment rate in Turkey in 2013 and ranked among the highest in export numbers as well. It ranked well above the national averages in happiness ratings and its residents were hopeful about the future. 45 The likelihood of foreign fighters being supporters of the Islamicoriented Felicity (Saadet) Party, which may be considered more inflexible than the AKP on several issues (and is not represented in the Turkish Grand National Assembly), seems low as well. 46 52 Can an accurate profile of foreign fighters from Turkey be made? Most of these are similar to the burning questions asked in the literature on radicalization. This study seeks to provide some answers to these critical questions at a very crucial time in regional and global politics based on interviews with ISIS defectors and their relatives in Konya.
Methodology
The very nature of our research comes with some difficulties of implementation. 53 Finding a former ISIS fighter and even more difficult, being able to talk to one seemed to be almost impossible for highly understandable reasons. Aside from ethical reasons, because our research has criminal aspects attached to it, establishing a very confidential platform between our interviewees and us was very problematic. Therefore, finding ISIS returnees and/or family members of those who joined ISIS took lots of exchanges of trust building. Extracting their experiences with ISIS and time in Syria and/or Iraq was even more troubling. Through several non-profit organizations' help we managed to identify several Turkish FTFs and break the ice and enter the closed-circled world of ISIS. During our interviews we strongly stated that we did not want names or any kinds of information that would lead to the disclosure of their identity, which could ultimately jeopardize their post-ISIS life.
During our semi-structured interviews, we asked our respondents questions such as, 'What did ISIS mean to you?', 'Why did you join ISIS?', 'What kind of assignments were you given in ISIS?' and 'Why did you return?' At times, especially when their parents were present during the interviews, we mainly listened to what they had to say about their associations with ISIS and their story of disengagement. We deliberately avoided intervening too often and asking questions which might have pushed them in an embarrassing position during their family members.
Once we entered their world, we were able, using a snowball technique, to reach many more returnees and the families of either deceased fighters or those who are still continuing to fight with ISIS. In the end, we were able to converse with 22 returnees and their first-degree family members (father, mother, sisters, or brothers), altogether making up about 35 individuals. Though our sample may appear small, it marks a significant number of ISIS recruits interviewed when compared to several existing studies on radicalization and extremism especially with reference to ISIS and Syrian battleground. This number was a satisfying one for us especially considering there were only a few hundred people who joined ISIS from Konya, a city of more than a million residents. This article exclusively focuses on Turkish participation in ISIS from the city of Konya for the specific reasons laid out earlier and is therefore not concerned with what the situation is with regard to southeastern Turkey or Istanbul. The number of interviewees we acquired is, we believe, sufficient to satisfy our objectives. As we repeatedly indicated earlier, our only concern for this research was what motivated these individuals to join ISIS and what kind of profile we could elaborate to further understand the mindset of ISIS and its soldiers.
Results

Why is ISIS attractive?
Some media resources have reported several motivations behind Turkish FTFs joining ISIS such as religious motives, especially an Islamic eschatology claiming that Caliphate will be reborn in Damascus, money and guns, 54 and adventure. There have also been cases where occasional 'jihadists' were mentally ill and high-school drop-outs. It is clear to us after our interviews, however, that ISIS has become more attractive than counterpart terrorist organizations such as Al-Qaeda due to its character of appearing a 'constructive' force. 55 What makes it unique is its aspiration to immediately form a caliphate or pan-Islamic state as opposed to al-Qaeda's method of accumulating enough force and consciousness before declaring the Caliphate 56 or dreams of Hizbullah in Turkey to carry out an Islamic Revolution in Turkey one day.
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In this way, 'having proclaimed the establishment of a Caliphate 58 in mid-2014, ISIS presented itself to the international jihadi community as having achieved something al-Qaida had failed to do for twenty years.' 59 In other words, ISIS, unlike Al-Qaeda and others, offers a spatially organized and politically recognized life. ISIS is 'pseudo-state led by a conventional army.' 60 For instance, children have parks to play in 61 and families of ISIS have houses to come back to after the jihad of the day or night shift. This means that the Islamic State offers actual terrain wherein one can lead a life of discipline as dictated by God, and then have a promised afterlife as a consequence of their holy struggle. 62 It is in this sense 'a perfect state' based on Sharia law.' 63 In contrast, the remnants of al-Qaida are restricted to the Afghan-Pakistan border where living conditions for the members become unsustainable for a vibrant life and a productive territory. In contrast, ISIS, along with its allies such as Boko Haram in Nigeria and al-Shabaab in Somalia, as well as independent clusters of ISIS militants in Libya and Egypt, together occupy more physical space for a 'caliphate' than at any time within living memory. This geopolitical reason alone attracts thousands from all around the world, including Turkey for a hope that a true Islamic State is possible in Iraq and the Levant, and perhaps beyond.
Jihad as a joker card
What immediately came across in some of our interviews with returnees was that 'Anatolian extremism' is a micro and personal level of radicalization. Motivations behind radicalization and joining radical Islamic organizations such as ISIS were tied to individualized reasons.
64 Our focus on the individual level, however, is not to claim that something is wrong with the Turkish FTFs in the psychiatric sense, as argued in other contexts by Sageman and Crenshaw. 65 As for the debate on whether ISIS returnees are radicalized through group activities or the process of radicalization took place among individuals experiencing benefits of likeminded social media programs in their isolated local communities, 66 our findings support both. We found that individuals, who had joined ISIS and had a tendency to extremism, had also isolated themselves from the mainstream Islamic interpretations and commonly practiced everyday religious life as mentioned earlier, and instead followed very orthodox readings of Islamic teachings and thoughts. These individuals especially enjoyed participating in group activities such as performing jumu'ah (Friday prayer) in cell-like mosques 67 with their imam leading the prayer, while at the same time indoctrinating themselves through videos and films that have bombarded social media in Turkish, English and Arabic.
However, we did not see the 'normalization of jihad' -the ideal of fighting to the end as a normal way of life -that Nilsson identified with the Swedish foreign fighters in Syria. 68 However, this does not mean that when ISIS sympathizers' root of radicalization, their networks, logistics and socio-cultural backgrounds are considered, there are no common traits that unify these individuals. As opposed to McCauley and Moskalenko's claim that 'typically an individual's progress into a terrorist group is slow and gradual, with many smaller tests before being trusted in more important missions,' 69 our sample's transformation and participation in ISIS was fast.
One of the characteristics of the ISIS sympathizers/returnees that support our argument is that jihad for these individuals is understood as the ultimate path to escape from their bad deeds, understood as in the metaphor of 'joker card' for cleaning of their sins and burdensome past. When we delved into these individuals' past lives, we clearly saw that they rarely practiced Islam in their pre-radicalization lives. On the contrary, they lived un-Islamic lives, mostly traumatic ones, on every level, which one can often see in marginalized neighborhoods in Turkey. This is substantiated by media reporting on other cases of Turkish foreign fighters as well. 70 This ominous situation, later in their life, becomes the main source of resentment and creates a situation in which one sees no sign of ultimate redemption or change down the road to perdition. For that reason, a radical change and desire to make an immediate compensation dominates the mental string and sensational state of these individuals. Thus, the need for closing the gap between the negative past and their gloomy arrival compelled these individuals to such a radical change and motivation. A fast-track road to a better destination made it easy for them to join such a jihadist organization like ISIS. In return, ISIS offered these individuals a short-cut road to heaven and a spiritual redemption that otherwise looked impossible to redeem.
When we looked closely, we could easily observe that ISIS sympathizers had a tendency toward straightforward reading of geopolitical developments. They also showed eagerness to embrace interpretations of holy texts and jihadist stories of a glorified past that would reinforce their reasoning for radicalization and extremism in the end. 71 Our survey of their justification for joining ISIS also supports the idea that these individuals' interpretations of Quranic texts and hadith are rigid and straightforward, leaving no room for alternative interpretations of Islamic teachings and practices. Their understanding of Islam is isolated from the historical context and severely idealized. This is in line with Sageman's observation a decade ago that the assumption that jihadis are well educated in religion is false. They often interpret the scriptures very unconventionally and they are largely self-instructed despite some self-appointed religious authorities are around.
72 As British MI5's Behavioral Science Unit reported in 2008, 'far from being religious zealots, a large number of those involved in terrorism do not practice their faith regularly. Many lack religious literacy and could … be regarded as religious novices.'
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Continuing on strict readings of Islamic texts, we also observed that these individuals are dissatisfied with everyday religious practices and traditionally accepted Islamic views. Their practice of Islam is also isolated. For them, mosques are considered to be the place of opium and state-organized religion, and imams appointed by the state are the servants of that softened religion.
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Understandably, ISIS sympathizers often radically distance themselves from commonly agreed interpretations of historical events, mainstream Islamic practices and traditional Islamic schools and thoughts, mentioned earlier in the paper. Their attitude toward the Turkish Diyanet is a hostile one, accusing of the organization as being impious and statist, pacifying Muslims against the necessity for an urgent and global jihad. The same goes for Sufi Islam derived from Konya, the so called Bible belt of Islamic Turkey.
Idiosyncratic Islam and Jihad
Generally speaking, one can talk about two segments of Islamic groups in Turkey. One is connected to the state through the Diyanet and state religious schools, and the other one includes those who stayed outside of the realm of state-interpreted religion and are mostly considered to be dissident. In the past, radicalization and participation in jihad had come mostly from the second group that had not aligned itself with formal, 'approved' interpretations of Islam. However, in the case of ISIS, profiles of the returnees' show that they do not fit neatly in either of these two categories of Islamic tradition. This means that separate, distinct, unique, and self-proclaimed personalities are forming a new type of jihadism to appeal to the recruiters that work for ISIS. This tells us that this is a new kind of unorthodox jihad -as understood and practiced -that does not display old-fashion jihadi understandings, which had been seen during the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, as well during as the Bosnian and Chechen wars. During these wars, a great number of jihadists joined the effort to defend so called 'Muslim homelands' for a cause that could be justified in the name of holy struggle against an undisputed foreign occupier. These jihadists, back then, had never been considered a threat to Muslims or they were never marginalized in their communities back home. For instance, when jihadists' dead bodies returned from Afghanistan and/or Bosnia to their home back in Turkey in the 1980s and 1990s respectively, their obituaries were published in local newspapers calling for local residents to join the funeral. Many members of the community joined celebrating their return, and rushed to give their last respect to deceased jihadists because in the minds of Turkish people they were not dead but instead martyrs who had submitted to a divine duty, a deed that only few were courageous to attempt to do.
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In our research, however, we found very little meaningful support from Turkish people for the ISIS jihadists of Anatolia. In other words, ISIS returnees, dead or alive, never had such divine luxury, nor enjoyed societal acceptance of their decisions. Quite the contrary of what has been claimed in many circles that 'old-school' jihadists have played great role recruiting new fighters for ISIS 76 or 'they act as "connectors" to pass best practices to wannabe jihadists,' 77 we could not find support for this argument in our case study. For instance, Kaplancilar, 78 one of the radical Islamist groups in Turkey, does not support or send any soldier to ISIS ranks. In one of our interviews, we noticed, for example, that one of the fathers of the returnees never used the word 'martyr' for his dead son. 79 Instead, he repeatedly used the words 'casualty' or 'dead' implying that his son does not resemble those who died during the Afghan or Bosnian war and has been simply a waste. 80 The son's death does not reach the level of holiness or carry a 'badge of honor' in the eyes of his own father. In another case a Turkish father calls the death of his son among ISIS ranks, a 'suicide.' 81 We also noticed that one recent returnee's funeral was not well embraced by his relatives, friends or neighbors, nor covered by local news media. This tells us that the ISIS phenomenon is a new kind development and a very much-unwelcomed movement for the mainstream Anatolian Islamic tradition. It also indicates that there is somehow quite a gap between what is considered to be the true jihad among families and aspiring foreign terrorist fighters in Turkey.
Temperamental individuals
When we look at the returnees' socio-cultural characteristics, we can underline that these individuals show similar themes of uneasy pasts and traumatic social lives that inform their tendencies toward radicalization and extremism. One common finding that we uncovered during our fieldwork is that these individuals have a criminal past (short jail time in many cases), drug problems, and traumatic family relations. 82 There may be others who we did not speak to but may have joined ISIS to escape conviction in an unrelated crime. 83 Their denial of social order begins in their home against their father, mother, sisters, and brothers. The first thing they do is to deny authenticity of Islam that is practiced in their home. Then, they convince themselves that authentic Islam is only possible if the everyday state of business has been changed from secularist system to the system of sharia as advertised by ISIS. However, Marone, on the other hand, reaches a different conclusion than ours after investigating three Italian converts and states that: their radicalization pathways did not take place in traditional settings, such as radical mosques or prisons..neither did they have criminal records nor had they ever been to prison, with the exception of el Abboubi's short detention in June 2013. By contrast, the Internet played an important role in their radicalization process, especially for el Abboubi. 84 Although we believe that Marone's findings about radicals' profile might have been explanatory for the Italian converts they may be not so illuminative for the Anatolian jihadists who join ISIS as far as our findings dictates us.
Another point that we noticed during our conversations with returnees was that they seemed to be nationalist-oriented, with sharp and rigid interpretations of national events, regional developments, and political situations. During one of the interviews, one individual indicated that when he served in the Turkish army, he went there to become a martyr (die for the state by fighting to the end against a Kurdish terrorist group) but later he found himself condemning Turkey for being the 'Dar al-Harb' where Muslims are the minority and are systematically prosecuted. This idea attracted some sympathizers to join ISIS along with their wives and kids. This surely indicates that their motivation is not only about fighting and dying in the name of religion; but is also about hijra, a search for the perfect place (Dar-al Islam) to live and practice their faith freely. Thus, for an Anatolian jihadist to join ISIS, the inspiration must be more than just an opportunity to die in a holy fight but also an opportunity to live. The motto then becomes, if there is no an Islamic state where one can enjoy living, it is his/her obligation to establish one and to establish one the fight becomes unavoidable.
Discussion
As highlighted throughout this paper, the radicalization demonstrated by Turkish FTFs reveals several important elements and invites us to consider several issues. First, as it may be clear from discussions above, many Turkish volunteers for terrorist groups have little knowledge of religion. For example, the father of a dead terrorist indicated that the main reason why his son was lost to ISIS was because of the 'lack of proper religious education in Turkey.' 85 Indeed, it was strikingly obvious that the misinformed way they understand Islam makes them easy prey for recruiters who present themselves as religious authority. The two British Muslims who bought 'Islam for Dummies' before heading to Syria 86 seem more to be the rule than the exception; it may be similarly valid for those who travel from Anatolia to join radical groups if a Turkish version of 'Islam for Dummies' existed.
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The lack of a critical approach and insufficient understanding of Islam indicates a clear need for a renewal of Islamic education. Here, Islamic education should not be taken at a broader level, such as education in madrasas and/or the religious schools. Rather, what is surprisingly clear is that the basic understanding of Islam lacks more than what many may imagine. For example, one of the returnees from ISIS one year later said that before going to 'Jihad,' he did not have much to do with Islam, and only after joining the ranks of ISIS, did he start to practice Islam with some Islamic education there. Strangely enough, he has changed his life back to his pre-ISIS lifestyle after coming back, and even went to the Greek islands for holiday and was partying (participating in activities that are forbidden in Islam such as drinking alcohol, etc.). 88 When we asked about the very contradictory nature of his life, his answers indicated that he lacked a critical approach and even showed ignorance in basics of Islam. This also means that talking about religious reform and transformation of Islam is neither meaningful nor productive in finding a solution to the current radicalization. Contrary to what secularization thesis claimed for many years, the only way to prevent individual level radicalization is to teach religious education at the basic level in order to enable people to understand the essence of the religion. If, as we found out, there is no confirmed individual joining ISIS from the religious state schools in Turkey, the İmam Hatip Schools, then we can infer that a lack of proper Islamic teaching plays an important role in the road to combating violent radicalism.
As we mentioned previously, the little-to-none participation from ImamHatip graduates in jihad may have something to do with the education system in those schools. In Imam-Hatip schools, students are offered Islamic education such as Hadith, Tafseer (interpretation of the Qur'an), Islamic philosophy, Qur'an, Fiqh (jurisprudence), and Kalam (theology) in addition to secular sciences such as math, physics, philosophy, and social sciences. The maturation of young minds while learning both worlds creates a sort of convergence and tolerance in thought and action, and presents issues from a much larger perspective. These schools help acquire 'a well-established religious identity [which] actually protects against violent radicalization.' 89 This makes those graduates a very difficult prey for recruiters to join jihad simply because they 'believe' that they can make sense of religious text themselves and they do not have to believe what others say. What this means for a country like Turkey is that it can prevent radicalization before it is too late by having a comprehensive social structuring through a combined educational system. Blaming any religion or religious text and forcing a reformation within religion is almost equal to a regretful waste of precious human and material resources.
Conclusion
It is clear that as long as the instability in Iraq and Syria lingers on, these countries will be a safe haven for radicals, meaning that the geography of disorder and chaos will likely continue to be both reasons for radicalization and a destination for jihadists. We have investigated to what extent and how Muslims living in Anatolia, considered to be the heartland of moderate Islam, have been affected in the process. What we found is a different type of radicalization is at play, mostly at individual level. The cases we investigated demonstrate that radicalization is a growing socio-cultural problem. Lack of basic understanding of religion, wanting to take a short-cut to close the gap between an un-Islamic past and a better, redeemed future, as well as Turkey's geographic proximity to Syria seem to be the leading factors in Turkish radicalization. Although it is not possible to talk about major radicalization in Turkey because of the small number of people joining ISIS and the non-existence of public support for this kind of radicalization, there still needs to be utilization of community-based social programs to disseminate Anatolian Islam because it has always managed to dispose of radical extremisms from this geography. We need to note here that those who join ISIS do not only come from poor neighborhoods as reported in the media 90 but they also come from the upper-middle class. This means that the youth is searching for a meaning in their life, and one can see that the popularity of ISIS among Muslim youth is rather dangerous response to their search.
In terms of de-radicalization and rehabilitation programs, we draw attention to the potential presented by disillusioned returnees, which is already occurring Turkey as well as other places. 91 This provides a good opportunity to target those fighters who may have been in a conflict zone for the first time and thus may have come back without actually forming a strong 'jihadi belief.' De-radicalization program may then have not only a valuable opportunity to prevent the 'deed' but also modify returnees' beliefs. That is, it may be possible to reach those who were not ideologically motivated but joined in IS for other reasons such as financial ones. 92 It is these returnees disillusioned with ISIS that Turkish rehabilitation programs must target with measures such as vocational training especially those that come from poorer neighborhoods.
It is these disenchanted/disillusioned young, first-timer foreign fighters that may be very instrumental to discredit ISIS myth and narrative about supposed 'jihad' in Syria. 93 These returnees as well as the former or retired foreign fighters (who fought in Afghanistan, Bosnia and Chechnya), who 'had been there and done that,' may carry far more authority than the Diyanet to form a counter-narrative and reverse fighters' radicalization process and better convince them to enter a new process of reintegration.
[A] returning fighter will have a great deal of credibility in radical circles at home, and if he argues against participation in the war, and against the alQaeda [or ISIS for that matter] narrative more generally, this is likely to be more effective than anything a government can do. (brackets are added) 94 Utilizing 'retired' foreign fighters through innovative programs and forums such as the 'Afghan Alumni Forum' put in place in Indonesia to de-radicalize young Indonesian jihadists may help immensely.
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In the end, this study is a first-cut into the world of Turkish foreign terrorist fighters. We acknowledge limitations, including that we were not able to ascertain in great detail the socio-economic characteristics of the Turkish FTFs. However, we welcome future research that will delve more deeply into the questions raised in this study.
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